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The rising public conversations about race and racism in the United States have once again confused millions of well-meaning Americans into believing that if they look like what is now socially ...
White is not a colour – white is an ideology
A review of Darwin’s Audubon: Science and the Liberal Imagination, by Gerald Weissmann. Of all literary genres, the essay is perhaps the best known and most widely despised. This is probably because ...
A contented mandarin
Coleridge, who asserted the primacy of the transcendent imagination, was in a obvious sense the direct ... as necessary to the intellectual vigour of the nation. Mill's major essays on Bentham and ...
Mill on Bentham and Coleridge
“Human beings are creatures of the imagination.” It was a revealing ... US Library of Congress but has also written left-leaning essays for the New Statesman (including some notably harsh ...
Realpolitik: the book behind Boris Johnson’s vision for ‘Global Britain’
Hence, as he wrote to Pascal Covici, his editor at Viking Press, the essays in The Liberal Imagination sought to promote a self-critical liberalism, preventing liberal assumptions from becoming “mere ...
Lionel Trilling: the genre of discourse
I’ve been a journalist for more than 60 years. So after doctors delivered the news, I sat down to do what came naturally, if painfully: Write this story.
I just learned I only have months to live. This is what I want to say
Ross Douthat's guide to contemporary Catholic intellectuals raises the question: What does the broader religious intellectual landscape look like today?
Taxonomy Of Christian Intellectuals
Four Essays on Liberty by Isaiah Berlin (out of print). Simple, straightforward political philosophy in defense of the moderation of liberal democracy. It's a 20th-century elaboration of John ...
Charles Krauthammer's 6 favorite books
In Rufo’s hands, CRT went from being a decades-old legal studies approach to a brand of liberal fanaticism that ... As Ta-Nehisi Coates documented in his 2012 essay “Fear of a Black President ...
The Right’s New Reason to Panic About ‘Critical Race Theory’ Is Centuries Old
Rushdie suggests the issue it raises, the relationship between the “world of imagination and the so ... but there are passages in Rushdie’s essays which sit at the informal cusp, if something ...
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‘Languages of Truth: Essays 2003-2020’ review: The real and the imagined
(JNS) There’s a reason why most Israelis find it difficult to listen patiently to lectures from liberal ... s foolish essays, acceptance of his premise requires not so much imagination as ...
Understanding the collapse of liberal Zionism
A catchphrase for “canceling” ideas or the person that runs counter to this new intolerant ideology is to say that the ideas reflect “neo-liberalism” and the proponent is a “neo-liberal ... Mr. Carter ...
The Political Paternalists Take Aim at Milton Friedman
The essay is one of the few ... In the popular imagination, Wickremesinghe remains our most intelligent politician today: “the best President Sri Lanka never had”, perhaps the most liberal of them, ...
Reflecting on Ranil
Jack Hamilton is associate professor of American Studies and Media Studies at the University of Virginia, and the author of Just around Midnight: Rock and Roll and the Racial Imagination.
Democrats, Break Up With Bruce Springsteen
Through essays, lectures, addresses and tributes to dead friends, these themes of the imagination in writing ... Turkey and now in previously liberal India. In an essay entitled “Osama bin ...
Book Review | Fantasy beats autofiction, but ‘magic realism’ trounced by fact
Lisa McInerney, a previous winner and one of this year’s judges, said that Blakemore “takes limited historical detail and, with what seems like effortless grace and imagination, crafts a ...
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